
By Juan Blázquez 
 

Project: Game Star Wars 
Proposal:  This proposal consists of downloading a project template and modifying it to add extra 
functionalities.   
 
The game takes place on an alien planet where planes and helicopters are the enemies to be 
destroyed. Living creatures such as bats should not be destroyed; otherwise, points will be lost. 
 
The first time the green car is bombarded by the red bomb, it is converted into a spaceship ready for 
combat. 
 
These are the elements of the game: 

 
 
These are the program specifications: 
 

1. The car sprite can be moved left and right by pressing the keyboard left and right keys. 
2. If the car is bombarded (with the red bomb) and no points are available (score), the game is 

over. If points are available, after the bomb impact, the car is transformed into a space 
hopper. 

3. There are five yellow bombs as part of the available ammunition. 
4. Each time the user presses the key space, a yellow bomb is delivered by the car or the space 

hopper. 
5. Each fired bomb discounts one unit of the variable “shoot.” 
6. When the variable “shoot” reaches zero, the game is over. 
7. When a yellow bomb impacts a plane, the plane changes its costume to a new one depicting 

an explosion. The same scenario applies to the helicopter. On these two scenarios, the score 
variable is incremented by one unit per each impact. 

8. When the bat is unintended shot, its costume is switched to a black one and the score is 
decremented by one unit.  

9. When the green flag is clicked, the logo sprite is displayed showing the program´s credits. 
10. After displaying the logo, the user is ready to play the game. 
11. The plane, helicopter and the bat are allowed to fly within a predefined range and according 

to a random number of values that are confined to these bands. 
 

 

Upgrades: 1. Edit the logo to quote your credits 
 

2. Change the background and impacts sounds 
 

3. Change the “car” so it heads right or left depending on the keys pressed 
 

4. Add the required blocks on the “redbomb” variable that belongs to 
“red bomb” sprite so the helicopter can fire bombs too. 
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5. Add the blocks required to increase one unit to the ammunition counter 

(yellow bombs) if three planes are destroyed. After this event, the collisions 
counter shall be set to zero, then the counter is ready to count three impacts 
once more. 

 

Video´s link:  http://youtu.be/LW65z4GBVtU 
 

Template´s link: http://roble.pntic.mec.es/jbls0010/scratch/cursoesp/d7j9_project_6_starwars.rar 
 

Your Project link:  
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